Mathematics overview: Year 9 Support
Scheme is based on 4 x 1 hour lessons a week, classes will also complete rainbow starters each lesson to build on and develop numeracy skills.
Home learning is set on MyMaths at the teachers discretion, at least once every two weeks
Half Term 1








Number and the number system
- prime numbers, HCF and LCM,
powers and roots, types of
numbers
Counting and comparing negative numbers, fractions,
symbols
Calculating - multiplication,
division, calcs with decimals,
bidmas
Half Term 4
Investigating angles
Calculating fractions, decimals
and percentages

Half Term 2









Visualising and constructing
Investigating properties of
shapes
Algebraic proficiency: tinkering simplifying, expanding,
substitution, bidmas

Half Term 5
Solving equations and
inequalities
Calculating space - perimeter,
area, volume surface area of
cuboids
Checking, approximating and
estimating
Mathematical movement reflection, translation and
rotation

Half Term 3








Exploring fractions, decimals
and percentages
Proportional reasoning - ratio
Pattern sniffing - sequences
Measuring space

Half Term 6
Presentation of data - pie
charts, comparative charts, line
graphs, frequency tables
Measuring data - investigate
averages

End of year test
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Mathematics overview: Year 9 Core
Scheme is based on 4 x 1 hour lessons a week, classes will also complete rainbow starters each lesson to build on and develop numeracy skills or a weekly
skills test which builds on key skills.
Home learning is set on MyMaths at the teachers discretion, at least once every two weeks

Half Term 1









Number and the number system
- prime numbers, HCF and LCM,
powers and roots, types of
numbers
Calculating - multiplication,
division, calcs with decimals,
bidmas
Visualising and constructing

Half Term 4
Calculating fractions, decimals
and percentages
Solving equations and
inequalities
Calculating space

Half Term 2







Understanding risk I
Algebraic proficiency: tinkering simplifying, expanding,
substitution, bidmas
Exploring fractions, decimals
and percentages

Half Term 5
Algebraic proficiency: visualising
Understanding risk II

Half Term 3







Proportional reasoning - ratio
Pattern sniffing - sequences
Investigating angles

Half Term 6
Presentation of data - pie
charts, comparative charts, line
graphs, frequency tables
Measuring data - investigate
averages

End of year test
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Mathematics overview: Year 9 Extension
Scheme is based on 4 x 1 hour lessons a week, on the fourth lesson; students will complete a weekly skills test to build on key skills.
Home learning is set on MyMaths at the teachers discretion, at least once every two weeks.

Half Term 1




Calculating - multiplication,
division, calcs with decimals,
bidmas
Visualising and constructing
Algebraic proficiency: tinkering




Half Term 4
Conjecturing
Algebraic proficiency: visualising

Half Term 2






Proportional reasoning – ratio
Pattern sniffing - sequences

Half Term 5
Solving equations and
inequalities II
Understanding risk

Half Term 3





Solving equations and
inequalities I
Calculating space

Half Term 6
Presentation of data - pie
charts, comparative charts, line
graphs, frequency tables

End of year test
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